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SUMMARY ..—

An experimental wing-flutter investigation was conducted in the
Langley transonic blowdown tunnel, which is equipped with a slotted test ‘“
section, in order to determine the correlation between transonic-wind-
tunnel and free-fall flight flutter results. Flutter was obtained in
this variable density wind tunnel at several Mach numbers between 0.84
and 1.16 for two unswept, rectangulw wings of.aspect ratio 7.38 at

● 0° angle of attack. These wings were scaled models of wings which had
fluttered in the course of free-fall flight tests. The very good agiee-
ment between the wind-tunnel and flight-flutter test results shows the
feasibility of conducting flutter tests in transqtic wind tun~ls with.

slotted test sections.

INTRODUCTION

The increased use of high-speed aircraft incorporating relatively
flexible structural components h& resulted in an urgent need for infor-
mation permitting the prediction of the flutter characteristics of such
airplanes. Analytical methods based on purely theoretical considerations,
however, are not sufficiently developed at the present time to permit a
satisfactory solution of the flutter problem of aircraft having low aspect
ratio and swept wings flying in the transonic speed range. Thus, it h&iS

been necessary to resort to experimental methods to supplement the results
of theoretical investigations.

The experimental information available at present dealing with
flutter in the transonic range has been obtained primarily by the free-
fall, or bomb-drop, technique and the rocket-technique. Although the
information obtained by these methods has proved to be of great interest,-
it has also become appwent that a great deal more information on flutter
in the transonic speed range is needed. With the development of the
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“transonic, slotted-throatwind tumel, it seemed possible that some of
.

these tunnels might be used for flutter.work.

The La@ey -tjransonj.cblowdown tunnel,”-”incorpora”ti~”a slotted’t”est ._ ~ ,:
section, is rather uniquely suited for flutter rese-wc%.

—.
In thii-tti- —

nel, it is possible to set and maintain a~ prescribed value of the Mach -. ,.
number between 0.80 and 1.45 during a test and independently vary the -
stagnation pressure frcnnabout 30 to 75 pounds per square inch. Sipce.the
occurrence of flutter, for a given model, depends upon”air density as _.
well as velocity and Mach number, this tunnel operating technique permits .=.,=
the attaimnent of flutter .ona particular m6del at”any nfiber of Mach ““
numbers between 0.80 and 1.45 simply by vsrying the tunnel pressure.

E&ore beginning a general investigation of flutt~r in t-h tra~oriic ‘- 1:
blowdown tunnel, however, it seemed neceskaij first to’determine whether_ .
flutter results obtained in a transonic tunnel would cfieckthose obtained
in free air. Flutter tests at 0° angle of attack and .iqthe mch n~ber. ._
range between 0.84 a“nd1.16 have”&ccording.lybeen made-in the transoni”c”
blowdown tunnel of a model which was geometrically and”dynamically 6irn- __ _. .
ilar to one for.which flutter data obtained by the bomb-drop technique
were available (ref. 1). The results of this investigation are presented ““’-‘ “:
and analyzed herein.

.

s

SYMEOLS
-.

A aspect ratio including body intercept

Ag aspect ratio’of one wing panel, 2/2b -.
..

a nondimensionalwing-elastic-axis posjtion measured =. .’-~ ‘:
from midchord, positive rearward,. 2X0 - 1

nondimensionalwing-center-of.gravifiposition mess.-– - “–~.-j
ured from midchord, positive.reaqward, 2X1 - 1

semichord of wing, ft -. -

first ben~ng natural frequency,.cps-
.,.- .- ._—_<

first torsion natural frequency, cps
—

uncoupled first torsion frequency relative to elastic ●.
axis, cps ---

.
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Subscripts:

e

R

stnd

polar moment of inertia of
axis, slug-ft2/ft

length of wing panel, ft

Mach number

3

wing section about elastic

mass of wing per unit length, slugs/ft

nondimensional radius of gyration of wing section

about elastic axis,
F

velocity, fps

distance of elastic axis of wing section behind
leading edge, fraction of chord

)

distance of center of gravity of wing section behind
leading edge, fraction of chord

sweep angle, deg

taper ratio, Tip chord/Root chord

ratio of mass of wing te mass of a cylinder of
air of a diameter equal to chord of wing, moth
taken for equal length along span, m/fipb2

air density, slugs/cu ft

circular frequency, 2fif,radians/see

experimental values

calculated values based on two-dimensional
incompressible-flow theory with account
of mode shape, (two degrees of freedom)

based on standard sea-level conditions

.
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APPARATUS AND TESTS :. ,-.

Wind Tunnel .-. = “- ~

All tests ~f the piesent ”investigationwere conduc<ed in the Langley
transonic blotidowntunnel. This tunnel is equipped with a slotted trans-
onic test section permitting the operation of the..tunnelthough and
above sonic speed. A plan view of the tunnel, with model Installed, and”;
a cross section of the octagonal.test section are shown-.in figure 1.

Air flow through ”thetunnel “iscontrolled by the s-fi~taneous~er=”
ation of.tln?ee’plugvalves which regulate.th&~fl.Qwof afr fr~ a high- ‘“:
pressure reservoir, By placing an orifice downstream of the test section
it is possible to choke the tunnel at the orifice as we~ as at the mi+n-
imum section upstream of the.test section. For t~e conditfo% & con- .
stant test-section Mach number is maintained while varying the stagna-
tion pressme. The test-section velocity, however, will vary with the
decreae.ingtemperat~e (resulting from expansion of air~,n the high pres-
sure reservoir) as the test run progresses. ~he stagna~iop temperature-
at the start of flutter in the _oresenttests Tamed betw”eena~mroximate~

t -E@o F and +l~” F, depending on-the initial tunn;l cond~tiogs-%d the le~&h...U.U
of the test run. Orifices of.various areas pertit cons~nt Mach number
tests in.the range from 0.80 to approximately 1.45.

“t.:.:
It=has been found ... ‘1’=:‘:;

that the stagnati.on.pre~sure for orifice choke is approximately30 pounds
per square inch for all orifices.

..
The tunnel-,however,“maybe operated ., -j”j.’~~-,

at stagnationpressures up to 75 pounds per squti-einch-p”errnittlng-vari”--
—-

ation of the test-section density and speed for a given~ach number.” ‘-:
&-

,..

Valve closing and consequently cessation of the test run is accomp~fshed
in approx~ately 1/2 second.

:—
..

Model and Support SyBt.em
.

A 0.279-scale model of--thebmib and wi~- tested-in-the investi-
gation reported in refereqcel was constructed for the wind-tunnel tests.
(fig. 2). The wing (fig. 3) was unswept and ~tapered Zfiplan fofi with~~~
a 16.1+-inahspan and aspect ratio of 7.38. The wing was.tapered in
thickness ratio from an NACA 65AOO& airfoil section at t_heroot to an .
NACA 65AO02 airfoil section at the tip: ; :: ,..

Since the flight-test wi.rigs,which were ti”deof duti~, fluttered
at values of air.density which were relatitielylow compared to those ‘“.
obtained in the tunnel, it was necessary to constfict”the wind-tunnel
wings of solid”steel in order to maintain similfi values–-ofthe mass-+ratio
parameter V. The mass density of steel.ls about three tbes that of @8~.
The Reynolds number “ofthe wind-tunnel mode~,”thereforej~will.be about
the same as that of the flight model if flutter occurs a+ the samk values-””
of velocity and mass-ratio parameter.v in the two cases.-’Becaus &the
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ratios of the moduli of elasticity to material density are about the
same for steel and dural, the pertinent natural frequencies of the two
models in still air differed only by the scale factor. The center-of- “-’‘
gravity and elastic-axis positions of the flight and wind-tunnel wings
were approximately the same because of homogeneous construction and”geo-
metric similarity. Two model wings were employed in”the investigation.

.-

The physical properties of these wings are given in table I.
-- -,

Thewing was rigidly mounted in the 3-inch-dismeter cylindrical body

(fig. 3) by means of.close ‘fittingfiller blocks and two rows of - inch- ““ -
#

bolts spaced at 1~-inch intervals. The scaled ogival nose of the wind- “-—
tunnel body (fig: 3) could not be used throughout the Mach number range
of the tests. Because of the presence of tunnel walls, the bow shock ‘
waves formed just ahead “ofthe nose are reflected back onto the model at

+=

certain Mach niunbers. In order to eliminate this condition, some of the
tests were conducted with a fuselage nose which extended into the sub-
sonic flow region of the tunnel entrance cone where it was supported by “- -

..:.

guy wires. The extension section added 94$ inches to the over-all length

Qf the body. Both the original and extended-nose configurations are .__=r_
shown in figure 1..

The back end of the test body was supported in the tunnel by a sting
attached to the angle-of-attack mechanism. The fuselage with the orig-
inal nose weighed approximately 70 pounds and, acting as a cantilever “--:
beam, had a natural frequency of the order of SO cyclesper second. The
nose extension added 106 pounds to the weight of the system, but no meas-
urements were made of the natural frequency ‘ofthis system. It is
believed, however, that the large value of the ratio of flutter frequency’

.

to support system natural frequency (flutter frequency ranging from “ ._ ___
approximately 105 to 166 cycles per second) prevented any significant
coupling between the support ‘systemand the wings. “Normalacceleration ‘
and rate-of-roll measurements during the free-flight bomb tests showed

.—

that the flight wings could also be considered as attached to an essen-
tially rigid body.

-...—

Tests and Measuring Equipment -. .-

The test program consisted of the determination of the flutter speed
and fluttw frequency of the wings at 0° angle of attack for various Mach
numbers in the rame between 0.84 and 1.16. Although the transonic blow- “-
down tunnel is capable of operating at Mach numbers up to 1.45, flutter
was not obtained above M = 1.16 because the elastic and mass propeities-
of the wing were such that prohibitively high sta’gnation.pressures would ,
have been required for flutter at higher Mach numbers: The test ”pro-
cedure followed in obtaining flutter at any particular Mach number was

—

to increase the stagnation pressure above that for tunnel choke until
.

.
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the model was seen to flutter by an obsetier looking t~ough a porthole
in the side of the tunnel. The tunnel was then stopped~mme:diatelyin
an effort to prevent destruction of the model;

The models were instrumented with electi-fialstrain”gages on”th& ‘-”-
surfaces of the wings near the root as shown in figure 3. The gages were
so oriented that their output gave. a .time.his*ory of.the=frsquencyand __
amplitude of both the bending and the torsion-oscillationsof the wing.
In order to permit the determination of tunnel.conditions corresponding
to the start of flutter, rneatiurementsthroughout a test-were simultane-._
ously recorded of the wing os”cill”ations,‘%unriels“tagnati-bnpressure a’nd
temperature, and test-section static pressure.by means d? a multichannel
recording galvaqometer. A sample test record~s B.hewn~n figure 4. T~_..
start of flutter is clearly indicated by the r=pi”dbuild..u~of the 08cil-
lations to a large-smjlitud esinusoidd form.~._Althoughthere we some. =.
random oscillations of relatively “small~plitudes prior-to the start oh
flutter, the distinction between these oscillations and those corresponding
to flutter is quite sharp.

.

—- .:. ,
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION””
— ..

,

-— ~=
In the two bomb-drop tests reported in r~feren~e l,-flutter of two ‘~ .“- .

. similar wings was.attained,at.differentMach numbers by starting the
drops at two different altitudes. Both panels’of one”wi~ flittered at ‘- ““-’”’~~~~~
a Mach number of 0.85 whereas, in-the other drop, one pa.jelfluttered.. ., ._... _ _
at M = 1.03 and the other at M =.1.07. Scaled models-of the flight
wings fluttered in,the present wind-tunnel“in;estigati.onat several M,ach-
numbers in the range between approximately 0.84 and 1.16; The results
of the wind-tunnel tests are summarized in table II.

—.. ....... ..

The wind-tunnel and flight flutter results”arecomp&ed in fig-
ure 5(a) on the basis of the speed .ratio ‘e/vR as a fufictionof Mach”

number, where Ve is the exp~rirnentalflutter speed and VR is the
calculated reference”flutter speed. The referyence”fl;t~ spdeds &sed””-~j-
in reference 1, and for the present tests, are.determi’ne~from calcti~a-
tions which are based on two-dimensional inccmi~ressible-flowt~ory, and
include the moti.slui s of the fiist’bending and-first t“6rsion”uncoupled

Ymodes (refs. 2 and 3 . For the present tests, ..themode shapes used were--
the uncoupled”modes’”ofa uhifom” cantilever b~ as give~”~n reference””3.~-
The use of a reference flutter speed as the bagis of comparison of the
flight and wind-tunnel tests”is convenient--becauseof the-different tern-:
peratures encountered in the two test methods.The velocities in fli&ht_
and in the wind tunnel may be quite different “forthe saiieMach nuMbei~
so thata direct comparison of the experimental-flutter;peeds ‘would-not“-
be possible.

-. =.. . .—
.-

.-
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An inspection of figure 5(a) shows that the correlation between
flight and wind-tunnel flutter test results is entirely satisfactoryboth

.

in the vicinity of M = 0.85 hnd near M = 1.o5. All the test points,”
with the exception of the two at M = 0.84, were obtained-with one model
(wing 2). Only one test was completed with wing 1 due to a structural,
failu-e of one panel. In view of the consistency of the results, no
distinction is made in the presentation of the results either between the
two tiingsor between the panels of each w@g. Furthermore, no distinction
is made in the figure between teets with and without the fiselage ext~n- . “-j
sion because the od.y apparent effect of the extension was to change
slightly the Mach number attainable with a given orifice and stagnation
pressure. An additional comparison of wind-tunnel and flight flutter
test results is presented in figure 5(b) in terms of the ratio ~/~
as a function of Mach number where me is the experimental flutter fre-

.“

quency and ~ is the uncoupled first torsion natural frequency. Here _ ____
again the correlation is very satisfactory. The very good agreement..
between tunnel and flight flutter-speed ratios and flutter-frequency ~ ““-”--–

—

ratios shown in figure 5 indicates that reliable transonic flutter data’
-may be obtained in wind tunnels equipped wkth slotted transonic test
sections.

-.

The results of the present investigation are @ther compqred (fig. 6)
with available data obtained in wind-tunnel, bomb-drop, and rocket tests
of similar unswept, rectangular wings (ref. 4). The faired curve from
reference 4, however, is for wings with a thickness ratio of 9 percent. ‘ “ ““
The various physical parameters of all the wings considered sre within
the following limits: The wings have semispan aspect ratios ranging from- -
2 to 3.5, center-of-gravity locations between 43.7 and 49.6 percent chord, -
elastic axes between 30 and ~ percent chord, and Wng-.density param-

eters v from 30 to 85.

The primary observation to be made concerning the comparison of the
data of figure 6 is the separation of the results of the present inves- “- - “
tigation and of reference 1 from the faired curve at Mach numbers above -
approximately 0.9. It was surmised on the basis of the test results in
reference 1 that the region in which Ve/VR increases rapidly with M,
defined as the region around M = 0.9 for the 9-percent-thick wings
(ref. k), might be moved to a higher Mach number range for thinner wings.
This idea is clearly substantiated by the results of the present wind-
tunnel tests which show that the flutter-speed ratio does not begin to
increase rapidly until very close to M = 1.0 for the wings tested.

.-

--

In the course of obtaining the data presented in figure ~, no wing
failure due to flutter occurred. The flutter of the wings was such that ‘- ““ ‘
the amplitude of the oscillations built up to a certain magnitude and then ___
remained relatively constant throughout the test until tunnel operation
ceased. This condition was also experienced in the flight tests-in which - -
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the wings fluttered-withoutfailure. In”ati-e_~fo@--top-ring&bout”b“struc-
tive flutter, one test was made in which ”t”hetunnel stagnation pressure_
was increased.substantially above that r“equiredb“ i~t’iat”eflutter. A
failure occurred as a wrapping of the..wings&ound the &@age (fig. 7)j.
but this failure was no+ of--thetype usually associated.with flutter.
The test records showed-that there was “nosubstantial increase in the
oscillation smplitude (double amplitude.was 8pproximateIy 0.6 of the .se@--
span)~ Although the wing panels were still attached to:the fuselage at
the”end of.the test, small cracks had appeared at the”.r?otof each.panei.”

_—— ——

The value of Ve/VR for pane> failure is ahofi ih”figfie 8 in relation=+-,

to the initisd.flutter condition-and the ~~~i~d”c~~a O: fi~e 6.”“For. .
the present case, at least, the aero~amic and structural characteristics
of.the wings tested.wer& such that the occurrence
followed immediately by destructive instability.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

of flutter wa8 ggt...._

..

An experimental wing-flutter investigationwas conducted in the
Langley transonic blowdown tunnel, which is “equippedwi~h a slotted.test.
section, in order to determine the correlation between transonic-wind- k”.
tunnel and flight flutter ~esults. Flutter w~s obtainedin the win~--tun-.
nel at several Mach numbers between 0.84 and 1.i6 for”two unswept, rec-
tangular wings of aspect ratio 7.38 at 0° angle of at~a$k. These ”wi~s ~.
were scaled models of wings which had fiutteie”din the .d-ourseof Zree-f~l
flight tests. The very good-agreementbetweeg=the wind-tunnel.and flight-
fluttei test results shows the feasibility of conducting flutter””testsi.~~
trans”onicwind tunnels with slotted’test sectiofis. —

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory-
National Advisory Committee

Langley Fieldj Va.
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TABLE I ““ -
-. —

.
.7-,---- -An..-—- - — —
wuti rAlvml.Kl’LHs

. .

.-

Psrmeter
Wing 1 Wing 2

Left RightLeft I Right

NACA 65Ao04Root sectiori m4c1465Ao04

-.
MCA 65Ao02Tip section

Span, in.

NACA65Ao02

16.4 16.4

7.38A 7.38

A, deg o 0

3.01

0.558
0.0928
0.445

0.432

-0.136
-0.110

0.1961

60.3
365

364.

0.0274

154

1 .

.3.01

0.558
0.0926
0.445

0.4Q9

-0.182
-0.110

0.2010

58.8

377
372

0.0251

154

3.01

0.558
0.0927
0.445

0.423

-0.154
-0.110

0.1973

59.3
372

370

0 ● 0257

154 ~

-%

1, ft
by ft
xl

X.

3.01

0.558
0.0928
0.445

0.405

-0.190
-0.110

0.2018
60.8
365

359

0.0287 .

154

a
a+%
ra2

f~t Cps .

ft, Cps

fa, Cps

.- .

(%/%)2
%tnd at 0.72

.
.-

.

.
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TABLE 11

ExPERmmM m WXUMTED RESULTS AT START OF FLUTITER

% ::
Pe) Fe U)e , ‘R, ~, ~e ~ ~im ~m ~~e

slugs/cuft (a) radi.anslsec fps radiana/6ec F

0.839 836.5 0.00578 56.02
.839 836.5

77: 777.0 1059 1.OT 1-L 1 Ogive
.00578 56.02 771.6 1065 1.084 1-R 1

.990 1010.3 .00391 83.16 666 964.o 1052 1.048 2-L 2

.990 1010.3 .00391 83.16 659 952.3 1039 1.061 2-R 2
1.035 1077.0 .00431 75.45 666 919.9 1061 1.171 2-L 3
1.020 1056.5 .00434 74.78 678 506.2 1049 1.166 2-R 3
1.056 1067.1 .00482 67.47 771 872.8 1073 1.223 2-L 4
1.066 1064.9 .00454 n.48 648 886.8 1056 1.201 2-R 4 I

1.099 1020.4 .006Q7 53.57 782.5 1096 1.304 2-L
1.105 1016.6 .00628 51.G3 ::

5 Ext.
759.9 1086 1.338 2-R 5

1.116 1092.5 .00600 54.2o 843 785.5 1101 1.391 2-L
1.087 996.8 .00649 yl.oo 922 748.7 1090 1,331 2-R :
1.146 1035.4 .00709 45.87 1040 727.2 1115 1.424 2-L 7
1.157 1057.6 .00669 48.yl 985 j’;;.; 10% 1.433 2-R 7
.956 937.8 .00457 71.13 1073 1.049 2-L
.956 937.8

b.904 872.h
.00457 71.13 28 8a4:l 1053 1.061 2-R :
.00673

b.W4 @2.4
48.30 ---- 74’3.5 IJ_06 1.170 2-L 8

.00673 48.30 ---- 736.6 1095 1.184 2-R 8 1

%eferred to station at 0.72
%ontitions at wing failure
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Figure 1.- Plan view of Langley tranaonic blowdown tuunel with flutter
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Figure 2S- Wind-tunnel flutter wing
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Figure L.- Sample oscillograph record of flutter test near M . 1.0.
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Variation of flutter-speed ratio with Mach nmber of several
wings as obtained in various flight and wind tumnel tests. ,-“-



(a) Side tiew.
(b) One-quarter front view.
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lHgure 7.- Condition of ui~ after failure. x
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Figure 8.- Comparison of flutter-speed ratio
at wing failure.
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